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Brian Hiltz

Works sucks, I always try to put more hours in on the bike than at
work, too bad I don't get paid to ride, lol!

Job: Online marketing & webdesign
Hobbies: Filming & producing videos, photography

Mark Mundt
IS (Information Services) Project Lead
Former college basketball player (imagine that)

Robin Washington
a contributing member to the hospitality industry.
I work at the W Hotel downtown San Diego, 421 b st. SD
Minor hobbies- Play pool,card
games,skateboarding,hacky sack.

Chris@BHB
Brickhouse bikes part time and I design houses almost full time.
other hobbies:  Art, graphic design, sculpture, Yoga. staring into 
space, left wing politics.

GABRIEL JIMENEZ (GABO)
I HAVE MY OWN BUSSINESS A BICYCLE STORE, IT NAME IS (GABOUNDERJAM) AND I
LOVE TO STAY AT HOME WITH MY FAMILY

RIDER FROM GUADALAJARA JALISCO MEXICO...

Manuel Prado
Full time bicycle mechanic
Part time flatland rider
Part time Xcountry MTB rider
I like to play with the computer too.

Nelson Kuo
I'm a green cabinet designer-contractor-builder, hiking, and
reading.

David McDaniel 
Full time
ASU student in Finance.

Adam Zapata
All round rider and a part of the Quamen war machine

Rey M. Samonte
I wished I could ride full time. But I am a game
designer by day and a rider by night. During the off
chance that I'm not riding during my free time, I
either play tournament paintball or play video games.

Jason Hsin
Student, 7 years fine arts (oil painting)

I RIDE FULL-TIME, WORK FULL-TIME AS AN TV EDITOR FOR  E! ENTERTAINMENT
TELEVISION.(E! TRUE HOLLYWOOD STORIES), AND I WORK ON DIVERSION VIDEO
MAGZINE FULL TIME. I SLEEP PART-TIME, BUT I'M WORLDWIDE FULL-TIME!
=BOBBY=

EFFRAIM CATLOW
SUPERVISOR/MANAGER SOUTHSEA SKATEPARK
GRAPHIC DESIGN
EDITORIAL, WRITING WORK FOR UK RIDE/DIG MAG

CHAD JOHNSTON
VIDEO PRODUCER/PRO RIDER

JOHNNY LOPEZ
GRAPHIC DESIGNER/PRODUCTION ARTIST FOR ADIDAS GOLF
GROUND WORK MAGAZINE CREATOR
DJ SPINNING HIP-HOP AND HOUSE MUSIC, TIAJUANA TOUR GUIDE

IF YOU DON'T RIDE FULL-TIME, 

WHAT IS YOUR PROFESSION 

AND/OR OTHER HOBBIES?

THANKS TO ALL THE RIDERS THAT RESPONDED
Picture By Brian Hiltz @ 51graphix.com
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Modest Mouse:
Claiming faim with plenty of radio play
and television appearances,
Modest Mouse has made it big with their
latest album, "Good news for
people who love bad news".  If you have
not heard of Modest Mouse yet,
two of the most popular songs on air are "Float on" and "Ocean

breathless salty".  With melodic
tunes and original vocals, this
band has become a favorite for many!

Having been around since 1995,
Modest Mouse has over 10 albums
out that most newly found fans have
never heard.  Each album has it's
own unique sound, and I don't think
I can say one is better than
another... just different sounds for
different moods!

Be sure to check out their website
for free downloads of their latest
songs and a quite interesting inter-
view with their singer Isaac.  They
can be found at the following web-
site:

http://www.modestmouse.com/web/links.html

Looking foward to seeing what they produce next, and if you love
live
music, they put on a great show.  Often playing at most major
cities
in California.

Brian Hiltz
brian@51graphix.com
http://www.51graphix.com/

Review by brian hiltz @ 51graphix.com
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* Biography

Issaquah, WA, indie rock trio Modest Mouse was formed in 1993 by
vocalist/guitarist Isaac Brock, bassist Eric Judy, and drummer
Jeremiah Green. After honing their muscular sound in "The Shed" -- a
makeshift practice space built by Brock on the land next to his moth-
er's trailer -- Modest Mouse entered Calvin Johnson's Dub Narcotic
Studios to cut their 1994 self-titled debut single, released on
Johnson's K Records label. Following a move to the Up label, the trio
issued two 1996 LPs, This Is a Long Drive for Someone With Nothing to
Think About and Interstate 8. After returning to K, Modest Mouse
released The Fruit That Ate Itself in 1997; its follow-up from later
that year, The Lonesome Crowded West, was the band's breakthrough, and
in the wake of a major-label bidding war,
they signed to Sony. The rarities collec-
tion Building Nothing out of Something
appeared on Up in early 2000, followed
later that year by their long-awaited Epic
debut, The Moon & Antarctica. In 2001, the
band issued the Everywhere and His Nasty
Parlor Tricks EP and K released Sad Sappy
Sucker, a "lost album" that was intended to
be the group's full-length debut back in
1994. Brock kept busy with his Ugly
Casanova side project, which delivered
Sharpen Your Teeth in 2002. Modest Mouse
finally returned in 2004 with Good News for
People Who Love Bad News and a spot on
that year's revived Lollapalooza tour. ~ Jason Ankeny, All Music Guide
Written by Jason Ankeny

http://www.modestmousemusic.com/

MODEST MOUSE - WINTER TOUR 2005   
Modest Mouse is set to hit the road this winter with a headlining tour covering
much of the country. The band kicks off their tour on January 21 with a show at
Vanderbilt University's Memorial Gym for the school's first annual Commodores Care
Concert benefiting Vanderbilt Children's Hospital. The band will then head west for
a string of dates that begin on January 28 at Eugene's McDonald Theater and contin-
ue through March. For the list of tour dates, click here.  

MODEST MOUSE ON AUSTIN CITY LIMITS   
Modest Mouse will be performing on the PBS TV show Austin City Limits beginning
January 22. For a complete list of airdates, click here.  

MODEST MOUSE NOMINATED FOR TWO GRAMMYS!   
Congratulations to Modest Mouse for their TWO 2004 Grammy nominations! The nomina-
tions are in the categories of: Best Rock Song ("Float On") & Best Alternative
Album. The Grammys will be broadcast live on CBS on February 13, 2005 at 8pm ET/PT.  

THE NEW ALBUM: Good News For People Who Love Bad News   
The new Modest Mouse album Good News For People Who Love Bad News was released on
April 6, 2004. It was produced by Dennis Herring (Camper Van Beethoven, Throwing
Muses), and features the Dirty Dozen Brass Band and a track remixed by Dave
Fridmann/Flaming Lips.

* This information was taken from http://www.modestmousemusic.com/

Music Review





Cal State Flatland Jam
October 31, 2004
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we had a jam circle going
right at sunset



I refer to him as the San Diego Threat.
Leo use to tell me about the myth then
it went down. Meaning the man has
Rollin Skills for Decades. I ran into
Henry about 94’ in front of Hammels

ridein like it was nothing at all but a past time. He would come out on a 10 min work break and then began to break it down
on that bicycle. If you were lucky enough to see it you know you got schooled that day of riding. Combos after the next.
Front wheel back wheel it was non stop then Henry walked back into work and that was that you had to eat it like some
old tacos.
Henry moved to Fl. To ride and reside for a min. but now he is back in S.D. once again.
Just like Mace, welcome back welcome back welcome back. He showed up at the Intrikat Jam Dec. 11th (Sean McKinney’s
birfday.) Rollin like a fresh front wheel. If he had more room then I think it would have been a rolling knight mare. When
you see him show some respect! He is the one that put yall in check.  

YO This one goes out to Henry Davis
*A MESSAGE FROM BIZHOUSE* 
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Cancelled Mutt Jam Pics.
Even if a jam is cancelled, there’s still riding to be done.

Saturday, September 11, 2004   Departure: Oceanside, CA Time: 4:30 am.
So I’m driving half way to San Francisco from Oceanside. And I get a phone
call from Danny Gomes. He says, “Did you know that the 9/11 Mutt Jam was
cancelled?”. I’m like “no, but I’m half way there and we’ll make the best of it”.

Danny’s like “cool, cause I’ve been here for a couple of days
already”. Arrival: San Francisco, CA Time: 11:30 Just in
time for some lunch! So Danny drives down to meet me at the
clock tower. And there’s a road bike race going on. There’s all

these tents set up. And I notice the
GIANT box jump and quarter pipe
set up. Hey! there’s Trevor Myer!
Woody Itson and the GIANT team
were doing demos all day long. So
Danny and Trevor taking turns riding
before the show. Right when the 2
pm show begins, Pete Brandt,
Grahm, and Bottle show up. The
show was pretty awsome! Trevor
and the whole GIANT TEAM went
off!  Great job!!!
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So after the show, we ride up to the GIANTS parking lot. Too windy there, so
we head off down south (see picture on previous page). After almost having a
heart attack pedaling up those hills, we finally find a fenced in parking lot. At
first the local street walkers were wondering who we were until we started rid-
ing. So in-between “John’s”, they did not mind the entertainment. Pete was just
amazing. He has these spinning combos that will just get you all dizzy. Crazy
stuff. I’m sure he gets his inspiration from d.j.ing. Spinning, you get it? Never
mind.

So it gets dark, and we head to this mexican restaurant and get our grub on.
So we decide to hit the local bar, ZEITGEIST. Cool place!!! This is the bar
where bikes are welcome. There’s a bike rack out back. Ton’s of people and
food on the barby. We met up with a couple street riders, one of them Ramon
Garcia, Ramon let Danny and I crash out at their place. The floor is good for
the back. 

Sunday, we head to Danville “THE SPOT” and meet up with the MUTTSTER,
Ed, Marcel and others. About 10 riders showed up as usual. And we rode into
the sunset. Thanks MUTT, for letting us stay over that Sunday night. You the
MUTT!!! I was thinking of typing this whole story in CAPS. Check out the pics.
Enjoy! -Johnny Lopez



rider: 
johnny lopez

photo’s by: 
jorge 

“old skool” luzuriaga

danny gomes’ front rim and
tire. Thanks danny!
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YOUR AD HERE
CONTACT JOHNNY LOPEZ AT:

groundworkmagazine@yahoo.com



Chad Johnston’s “No Cam JAM”
“The most notable thing overall about this jam is the fact that 

Chad invited about 20 people to come out and ride.”



have no pictures or
video clips, even though I
had my digital camera with a
gig of memory and full of
fresh batteries. It sat out of

the way, in the car all day just
like any other care I had in the
world.  That fact alone was a
direct result of the fantastic vibe
at the jam this weekend and this
event was centered in the only
thing that a jam should ever be
about: 

A passion for riding.

I seriously feel like I could ride

for a
month
straight
right now
and
still have
reservations
about going home
and I want to thank
Chad Johnson and all
the dedicated flatland
riders in Cali and world-
wide that made the effort to
represent and make dreams on a
bike a reality in the LBC.   

30

Intrikat’s "No Cam" Flatland Jam
By: Matt Gardner

Pictures by J. Lopez

I

SWAG BY: PRIMO,REVENGE INDUSTRIES,
ACS, FLATLAND FUEL AND inTRIKat
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I arrived with "Bottle" and the
legendary Pete Brandt who were both
nice enough to come pick me up from
Fresno. We arrived at the jam
around 10 am and we rode until dark
along with over 70 other riders
that showed up at the grippy, paved
dojo that was the home spot of one
of the most influential flatland
riders of all time: Chad Johnson. 

Ben Snowden with BMX Plus was there
all day taking pictures and working
his art form just as dedicated and
determined as a true rider and Jeff
Z from Ride magazine was out as
well. Fuel TV was on location com-
plete with their little hottie
announcer, filming the event and
doing interviews for an upcoming
show featuring the jam which will
be announced in the near future.
I'll post in pedalbmx about it when
I find out.
(Check out http://www.fuel.tv/

for details)

I have seen lots of riding in my
day, but let me just tell you all
that what happened on December 11th
(like a lot of new flatland events
this year) was a great sign of
things to come for flatland at
large.  Sometimes you can really
tell when something is right and in
a nutshell this was the feel of
Intrikat's first jam to me.  I got
a chance to hang out with people
from different countries like
Ephraim Catlow from England who is
a testimony to what it is to ride
flatland.  His attitude and
demeanor are only complimented by
his unique, unreal riding and he is
still so sick. There were also rid-
ers from Mexico and Japan all
throwing down.  Shawn from Bizhouse
was out.  The Oceanside guys were
in full effect and doing awesome
things that made me want to quit
work and ride the rest of my life

away.  Brett C was
out all the way from
Arizona with total
dedication and of
course Team Mutt was
in full effect.  

There were a lot of riders there
and the riding levels were incredi-
ble to say the least - words can't
completely convey what went down,
especially in impersonal letters
and internet forums, but they must
do now.   I was really stoked on
seeing and talking to a lot of
younger riders there that will
carry the torch on in the future
for flatland.  We are starting to
see the effects of the increased
coverage the last decade I think
and its affected kids even more
widespread than most of us know
yet.  

At the after party some of us went
back to Chad's crib and watched
Intrikat's new circle of balance
DVD.  It was an hour and a half
long and absolutely unbelievable.
It made X games look like a kids
playground in comparison.  The
venue, the format and the crowd?
The insane German DJ and the
acoustics of a giant gassometer?
It was a complete, mind blowing
event and the flatland sport at its
very best.  They have this score-
board for "faults" and "completes"
in real time, as the individual
battles take place that has to be

seen!  It's by far the craziest
flatland comp/event I have ever
seen.  Buy this DVD - it will not
disappoint you. They're going to
probably release the elimination
round at a later date on another
DVD because of how extensive the
footage is.  Can you say "Sweet
Jesus"?  I think you can.  Do your-
self a favor and put this DVD on
your wish list now at www.flatland-
fuel.com

The most notable thing overall
about this jam is the fact that
Chad invited about 20 people to
come out and ride.  He didn't post

anything on the internet or try to
bolster support.  Word spread
through the riders - to the riders
and the turnout was fantastically
natural.  X games says that we're
not worth the air time, but just
look what is a reality now?
Basketball as a sport wasn’t repre-
sented on their own courts as well
as Flatland was this Saturday!
Thank God for all the true flat
riders worldwide.   Happy holidays
to everyone that made it happen and
those in internet land who had the
time to read all of this.  Thanks
to Mutt for the Frequency G tires!

You have a good heart, Mutt.   And
a final thanks to the legendary
Pete Brandt for opening my eyes to
the unreal realities of what can be
done.  Look out for next year -
there is no telling what will grow
out of this.

There was a caption "no cameras
allowed" in the jam email I got
because Chad had his personal pho-
tography/videographer there filming
in the shadows like a sniper all
day so that the footage can be
released at a later date.  The cam-
era was this crazy, old 50's style
looking camera and who knows how
unique the production will be.
I’ll bet Chad Johnson knows.

~*~Matt~*~ 





chads dog was attracted
to bottle’s arm

what’s on the menu?

mobbing outside of chad’s crib worldwide!
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Silver
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THE END

BIKE SHOP OF THIS ISSUE:

AJO BIKES
1301 AJO WAY, SUITE 117
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85713

520-294-1434
(northeast corner of Ajo@Benson Highway)

FLATLAND MECHANIC ON DUTY:
RYAN SANCHEZ
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